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A Word from the
President
Colin Small – President
Taking over the role of President from Ian Coard after the

chairman role and is replaced by John Cowan. Thank you

2010 Conference, has given me a fresh perspective on

Brooke for your wise counsel and welcome to John Cowan.

Coastguard New Zealand. And with that perspective has
come renewed commitment to the vision and people of

Other changes for the CNZ board this year saw Richard

Coastguard – our work is worthwhile and we have much to

Packham farewelled and Ray Dever welcomed as the

be proud of.

Eastern Region Representative. In the Northern Region Joe
Davis recently stepped aside to act as Regional Manger

I would like to thank Ian for all his hard work over the last

during the restructuring so Roly Linstrom took over the

three years. Ian’s dedication to get around the units has

Northern representative board position.

been a huge commitment for him personally and his family
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and he is a hard act to follow. We all know that the support

This year two new units have been added to the Coastguard

of our families is essential in this work so I also thank Carol

Southern Region family - Mackenzie Lakes and Wanaka

for allowing Ian to spend so much time away - hopefully he’s

Lakes. Welcome to all the new team members and I look

catching up on those chores around the farm now?

forward to visiting you at some stage.

Particularly rewarding has been chairing the Board of

The continued upgrading of the Coastguard rescue vessel

Coastguard New Zealand. It has been satisfying to put into

fleet has seen the launch of three fantastic new vessels in

print the vision and strategic plan for Coastguard for the

Whitianga, Sumner and Auckland. Launch celebrations are

next five years. This clearly articulates the organisation’s

always a great opportunity to recognise the many months,

goals and objectives as we continue working toward “One

and often years, of fundraising undertaken by the local

Coastguard”. Having the road map written down certainly

volunteers to provide these upgraded assets within the local

helps to keep us all focused on that common direction.

communities. Congratulations to these Units.

Thank you to all of the Board members for their hard work

Coastguard continues to work with others such as the

and support throughout the year. I would like to make special

NZ Police, Maritime New Zealand (MNZ), New Zealand

mention of the many years of service Brooke Archbold

Search and Rescue Secretariat (NZSAR) and the Rescue

has given to the national board as he vacates the CBES

Co-ordination Centre New Zealand (RCCNZ). This
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collaborative approach to search and rescue is invaluable

The MayDay campaign was also an opportunity to raise the

and I would like to thank these organisations for their support

profile of the service we provide in 71 communities around

- it’s great to be working together.

New Zealand. I am continually amazed at the tireless
dedication and commitment of our 2,224 brave volunteers

The renewing of the service level agreement with government

who have devoted a significant 348,346 hours to keeping

for the next three years gives Coastguard a degree of

New Zealander’s safe at sea - that‘s 155 hours per volunteer

security for the Category 1 and Category 2 service that we

or four working weeks!

provide to them. Even though we were disappointed at the
reduction in this funding, we are certainly grateful for the

All of this is made possible by not only our professional

assurance this funding brings which enables longer term

volunteers but also by the partners and families who support

planning and strategic thinking to be applied.

them. Heartfelt thanks go out to you all. We simply couldn’t
do it without you.

In May 2011 we ran our first ever national fundraising
campaign – the MayDay campaign. In incredibly tough

In closing, I would like to make special mention of the all

economic times, we were extremely pleased with the result

the staff who at our national office and the four regional

of this campaign. The support we received from our fellow

offices around the country work to support the efforts of the

Kiwis, supporters and sponsors was fantastic. But we

volunteers around the country - thanks for all your hard work

couldn’t have done it without you, the Coastguard volunteers

during the year, you do a great job!

– so thank you. Well done to Christine Haru and her team as
this campaign certainly exceeded expectations and we look
forward to building on the lessons learnt next year.
The focus of MayDay was “Train one – Save many”
highlighting the importance that Coastguard puts on training
its people. Keeping our people safe on the water is of
paramount importance and training is vital to ensure that they
can respond in all situations.
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A Year in Review
Bruce Reid – Chief Executive Officer
How best to reflect on the year?
Saving lives at sea
It’s about saving lives and this past year our people have
again delivered to the communities they serve with more
than 3,500 incidents attended, over 6,000 New Zealanders
helped on the water, with volunteers and staff committing
more than 340,000 hours to achieve this.
Saving lives at sea requires a massive time commitment from
our people. We train to be the best and Coastguard provides
volunteers with the skills required to deliver New Zealand’s
primary marine search and rescue service. Training provided
this year was delivered to 1,507 of our 2,224 volunteers who
completed 7,437 training modules, 387 First Aid courses,
2,731 theory modules, 3,727 practical modules and 936
CBES modules.
We train to be the best
The development of our people has required more
investment this year than any previous year as we have
introduced increased practical on the water training and
provided specialist CIM’s and Leadership courses for our
Rescue Vessel Masters, Crews, Radio Operators and
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AirPatrols. The financial support received through the Service
Level Agreement with Government, Lottery Grants Board,
COG’s funding and donations provided through this year’s
MayDay Appeal have been essential in maintaining the
high standard of our volunteers when assisting boaties in
challenging conditions.
Fit for purpose
As well as equipping our people with the skills needed to
deliver on the commitment of saving lives at sea we have
continued to invest into the replacement of the balance of
fleet. with 4 new replacement boats taking to the water this
year. The vessel upgrade project started four years ago
has seen 55 of our 72 strong fleet replaced or refurbished a
$25m project. Much of the funding for these vessel projects
has come through trusts, sponsorships and donations within
the community the Coastguard Units serve with continued
support through the Service Agreement with Government
helping get the projects underway or across the line.
We don’t do this to be rewarded
The selfless commitment to saving lives at sea can go
unnoticed, which is what our volunteers prefer. This year
Search and Rescue volunteers were recognised as the
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2nd most trusted profession in the Readers digest Poll, our
Kaikoura Crew received recognition through the National
NZSAR awards for a challenging rescue and a number of
our volunteers were recipients of local and national service
awards. This type of recognition provides all our volunteers
with the public recognition they deserve but is sometimes
lost on many New Zealanders as what we do tends to
happen after dusk and beyond the horizon, invisible to all
except those being rescued. Our people do not do what they
do to be rewarded. To quote Coastguard Waiheke skipper
Robb Henry “ The fact you made a difference and people are
alive because of what you have done is a hell of a buzz”.
Saving lives at sea is difficult, without your help
it is impossible
The support we receive through our corporate sponsors,
our service agreement with Government, Lottery Grants
Board Grant, the support of New Zealand Community Trust
and the tens of thousands of New Zealanders who give to
Coastguard every year allows our volunteers to be equipped,
trained and ready to respond when called on.

trying economic times is helping provide a sustainable level
of support to our Units and Volunteers. ASB Bank, Burnsco
and DDB made our first ever national appeal a success lifting
Coastguard’s profile and delivering a solid return.
Whether the support is a $10 donation, a purchase of a
Coastguard Lottery ticket, a corporate golf day, a National
TV ad campaign, or a local community fundraiser, we
couldn’t deliver on our community commitment of saving
lives at sea without you.
Thank you to all who support Coastguard and our
volunteers. We thank you for your continuing support and
look forward to building on the partnerships and continuing
to deliver New Zealand’s primary marine search and
rescue service.

The continued commitment of our national commercial
supporters Hutchwilco, CenturyYuasa, Chevron and DDB in
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Coastguard Boating
Education Services (CBES)
John Cowan – Chairman
A solid year for our Education subsidiary with good numbers,
an excellent financial result, and sound progress on new
developments.
The number of student enrolments has always been a
key measure of the success of our programs. Numbers
across our base courses have remained steady, despite the
difficult times in the recreational boating industry. Prudent
management has seen us return a strong financial result for
the year. Although financial performance is not our primary
measure, we are keenly aware of the need to remain “in the
black” and have the resources to invest in new initiatives and
programme development.
Whilst classroom training with an experienced tutor will
always be the ideal delivery method, we have responded to
the growing requirement for more varied education methods.
Our Home Study courses for Day Skipper, Boatmaster and
VHF have been particularly successful. The challenge here
is encourage students to complete home study through
to examination and new initiatives such as podcasting are
producing good results in this area.
Our e-learn project, funded in partnership with Water Safety
New Zealand, continues to grow. These on-line safety
modules deliver education and safety messages over the
internet in a fun and interactive way. The small power boat
module has now been added to the existing kayak and
Personal Water Craft (PWC) modules. We see this medium
as a significant growth area, and are investing in social media
activity to increase awareness and encourage participation.
On-going development of tutor and course material has seen
improved and more consistent delivery of our courses, along
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with simplified systems for getting material to our tutors. Our
foundation courses of Day Skipper, Boatmaster, and VHF
are aligned with the NZQA framework and a recent review
has seen a significant increase in course credits. This is an
important attraction for younger students.
Royal Yachting Association (RYA) is a strategic partner for
our on-the-water practical training activity, which has seen
good growth in the last year. Our senior management visit
the RYA in England at least once per year and combined
with visits by their management, helps us stay abreast with
international developments and share industry information.
This year we have welcomed Katie McNabb onto the board
of directors, and bid bon voyage to long-serving director
Jim Lott. Katie has a wide boating background with jetboat,
sailing and commercial experience. Jim is off on sailing
adventures around the world and leaves with our grateful
thanks for his enthusiasm, support and commitment as a
director for over 15 years.
Brooke Archbold, after chairing the CBES for many years,
has finally “called time” on the Chairman’s role. Brooke’s
commitment and contribution to education, water safety
and Coastguard generally has been simply outstanding.
Boating in New Zealand is no doubt safer for his many years
of involvement. The good news is that Brooke remains an
active director so his experience and input is retained.
Coastguard Boating Education is in great heart with
experienced tutors throughout the country, dedicated and
enthusiastic staff, and a strong board of directors. My
thanks to you all for your valuable contribution to boating
safety education.
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Fostering International
Relations
Brooke Archbold - International Director
Coastguard New Zealand is a member of the Global Marine

have also signed Memorandums of Understanding with

SAR family, and our ongoing involvement in International

various SAR organisations in a number of countries.

activities is defined in our Strategic plan.

Our multi-lateral International activities are generally based
around our membership of, and involvement with the

Our International activities are managed by a small

“INTERNATIONAL MARITIME RESCUE FEDERATION”

subcommittee, comprising the CEO, Phil Pollero and

(IMRF), the body that represents maritime rescue

Brooke Archbold.

organisations globally.

We are involved in two broad areas:

This year the IMRF held its quad-annual Congress in

1.

Bi-lateral activities

Shanghai, China, with six Coastguard New Zealand

2.

Multi-lateral activities

representatives in attendance. For those attending it was a
tremendous event, the outcomes of which will have a most

Our bi-lateral activities include direct working relationships

positive effect over a long period of time.

with fellow Marine SAR organisations worldwide, with special
emphasis being placed on those within the Asian/Pacific

Coastguard New Zealand is committed to continuing its

Region. Through the development of relationships and

active involvement in International affairs, with the twin

exchange of ideas, we both learn from and assist our nearest

objectives of bettering ourselves and assisting others.

neighbours.
This year we have either hosted visitors from, or ourselves
visited New Caledonia, Australia, and the Philippines and
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Meet the Board of Coastguard
New Zealand (CNZ)
Colin Small – President and volunteer with
Coastguard Howick
Colin has been involved with Coastguard for ten years and is
currently President of Coastguard New Zealand a skipper and
Immediate Past President of Howick.
As an active member of the Hauraki OPSCOM he is pleased
to see the fruits of the last few years hard work at national,
regional and unit level with the upgraded fleet around the
country which will make our job safer and more enjoyable. It
is also pleasing to see representatives from all areas stepping
up within the organisation and making a difference ensuring
our volunteers are well represented.
As a member of the Board it is very satisfying to be part of
the team working to drive the organisation forward as one
Coastguard. Colin has served three years on the board
as Vice President and one year a President and is seeking
re-election as President to enable him to continue the work
carried out by the Board over the last three years.
Bill Greening – Vice President and volunteer with
Coastguard Wanganui
Bill has been a member of Coastguard Wanganui for 15 plus
years, is an active crew member and past president of the
unit. Bill has been a member of Coastguard Central Region
Operational Committee (OPSCOM) since its inception. Bill
has been an active member of the Coastguard New Zealand
Board for the last five years. In 2010 Bill was elected
National Vice President.
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Bill is proud to have been part of the Board progressing the
development of one national organisation united in purpose
and direction.
Bill is ably supported by his wife Alita, who is currently a
member of the Management Committee at Coastguard
Wanganui. Away from Coastguard, Bill is a primary school
principal and enjoys fishing and hunting when time, weather
and Alita allow.
Ian Coard – Elected Representative and volunteer with
Coastguard Riverton
Ian has been involved in Coastguard Riverton for a number of
years having been on both the management and on the wet
crew at Coastguard Riverton. Ian is a COC master but over
the last year has stood back to let the younger Skippers take
a more active role in the running of Coastguard Riverton
This has allowed Ian to take on a SAR controller role which
has given Ian a look at another side of the Coastguard
activities that Ian is keen to be involved in working with our
SAR partners. Ian has been part of the CNZ Board for the
last seven years and on the CSR board for eight years so has
seen a lot of changes at all levels of Coastguard. Ian believes
if these changes had not taken place we would not be where
we are today. Ian has enjoyed working on the Board of CNZ

Dick Hilton – Elected Representative and volunteer with
Coastguard Hawkes Bay
We continue to go through rapid change within our
organisation and also our relationships with external parties. A
significant portion of that change is beyond our control as the
nation manages natural disasters and economic upheaval. I
believe Coastguard is in a good position of strength at this
time to be able to plan our future with some confidence and
deliver our services to our communities. This strength only
comes from the commitment and dedication of individual
volunteers at the workface and we must not lose sight of the
importance of this and focus on delivering value support to
our units.
We continue to positively build on our reputation both at
general public level and with our rescue partner organisations.
This doesn’t happen overnight and can be easily damaged;
the strengthening of our Regional Management structures
and the development of high standard training systems are
critical elements that help build our capability and reputation.
I believe we need to continue to focus on how these changes
are affecting our people and ensure that the individual
sacrifices and experiences that our volunteers give to our
organisation are meaningful and satisfying. I am committed
to assisting Coastguard in achieving these worthwhile and
challenging goals.
Joe Davis – Coastguard Northern Region Appointee and
volunteer with Coastguard North Shore and Auckland
Joe is a volunteer with both the North Shore and Auckland
Units and has been involved in Coastguard for ten years
and is a senior master. Currently President of the Northern
Region, Joe has previously served as President of the
North Shore Unit, and spent several years as the Unit’s
representative to the Hauraki OPSCOM, and as a member of
the Regional Board.

Ray Dever

Joe Davis

Dick Hilton
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A member of the NZ Institute of Directors, Joe is passionate
about excellence in organisational leadership and
governance. Joe is excited to be involved on the National
Board, and is enjoying the challenge of coming to grips with
Coastguard beyond the Northern Region. Joe has a strong
interest in the training and development of Coastguard
volunteers.
Ray Dever – Coastguard Eastern Region Appointee and
volunteer with Coastguard East Cape
Over the last 45 years I have been involved with rescuing
people from all types of situations. My Father was a
commercial fisherman so every time a boat was in trouble I
would get roped in as part of the crew to go and assist.
Since the age of 14, I was involved with Surf Life Saving
so with some of the major rescues when conditions were
marginal I would have to dive over board and swim a line to
the vessel in distress.
At 18 I was working my own cray boat out of Tolaga Bay.
As a result of this sea time I attained my Commercial Launch
Master Certificate.
Later when I joined the NZ Police I was able to use this
qualification to achieve the position of Coxswain with the
Maritime Unit in Auckland during the 1999-2000 defence of
the America’s Cup. This role lasted almost a year and turned
out to be one of the highlights of my Policing career.
Also during my time with the Police I was trained as a Marine
SAR Controller which lead me to work closer with the local
Coastguard Units.
The Coastguard East Cape unit was formed in the late 80s
as a radio watch. During the last five years we have been
able to turn this into a viable unit that works alongside the
local Volunteer Fire Service in Tolaga Bay. This group of keen
community minded people ensure we always have a full crew
whenever we are called out.
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Meet the Board of Coastguard
New Zealand (CNZ) continued...
Keith Bastin - Coastguard Central Region Appointee and
volunteer with Coastguard Taranaki
Keith has been actively involved in Coastguard for over 20
years. Keith is a member of the NZ Institute of Chartered
Accountants and has worked in many varied Accounting
roles and in Information Systems consulting. He is currently
employed as Corporate Accountant for Shell Oil.
He is a member and Past President of Coastguard Taranaki
and has served over many years as both crew member
and in committee roles. He has been the Chairman of
Coastguard Central Region since the Region was formed.
Keith is the CCR Representative on the Coastguard New
Zealand Board.
Keith has enjoyed serving on the Board of Coastguard
New Zealand and is keen to continue the work of helping
Coastguard New Zealand to achieve its full potential.
Laurie Officer – Coastguard Southern Region Appointee
and volunteer with Coastguard Southland Air Patrol
Laurie is a 56 year old Southlander, married to a very tolerant
wife, with no children. He has a construction, engineering
and sales background and currently occupies himself with
development of the lifestyle block he shares with his wife.
Laurie is the CSR representative on the CNZ Board and
comes from the Air Patrol side of Coastguard. However,
with more than ten years dedication to Coastguard, he
can also speak the language of the wet patrols fluently. A
Coastguard Boatmaster course in 1987 encouraged him to
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participate further. Laurie is not prejudiced – he likes fizz
boats, blow boats and kayaks as well as floatplanes.
John Cowan – ex officio Chairman Coastguard
Boating Education Service and volunteer with CNR
Communications
John became actively involved in Coastguard after
completing a Boatmaster course in 1995. He joined the
Communications team in Auckland, quickly rising through
the ranks to Duty Officer and then to Search and Rescue
Coordinator.
In 2001 he was elected president of then Auckland
Coastguard, a position he held for four years. During
that time he played a key role in forging the new regional
structure for Coastguard, which saw a new Auckland
Coastguard unit formed to run the rescue vessels and the
existing organisation become Coastguard Northern Region.
John has been a member of the Education board since
2002. He continues his involvement as a volunteer Duty
Office and SAR Coordinator.

CGD0035
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Thanks New Zealand
for your Support
As the Charity that Saves Lives at Sea the support we
receive nationally from the Lottery Grants Board (LGB),
New Zealand Community Trust (NZCT), the Service
Level Agreement (with government) and New Zealanders
through our first national fundraising appeal is immensely
appreciated.
As a charity we simply couldn’t do what we do without this
support. The financial support means that we are ready
and able to respond to marine search and rescue incidents
wherever and whenever they occur.
Of the total financial support received from the Lottery Grants
Board, 82% is distributed out into the Regions and Units
to assist them in many aspects of their operations and to
enable them to provide this essential service. This funding
also allows us to provide essential safety equipment (such as
life jackets, wet weather gear) for our brave volunteer crews.

Zealanders and their passion for our cause means a huge
amount to our 2,224 volunteers who have dedicated over
348,000 hours (or four weeks per person) to the mission of
saving lives at sea.
Coastguard is in 71 local communities throughout New
Zealand and in the majority of cases, the Coastguard
Unit has come to fruition because of a tragedy and the
local people have said “never again in our community”.
Coastguard also acknowledges the immense community
support Units and Regions receive from local grants and
trusts. Finding people at sea is difficult. Without your help it
is impossible.						
		

The support provided by New Zealand Community Trust
enables Coastguard to fund a wide and diverse range of
projects to assist Coastguard units. These projects can
range from communications equipment to the provision of
engines or partial funding for rescue vessels.
MayDay (our first national fundraising campaign) - a huge
thank you to the New Zealanders who donated to the
cause of “Train One – Save Many”. The generosity of New
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Coastguard Northern Region (CNR)
Joe Davis – President
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2011-2012 has been another exciting and progressive year
around the Northern Region. Our volunteers have continued
in their remarkable commitment to helping those in need
on the water. Within our Regional office, it has been a year
of positive change and renewed focus, as the Board have
implemented the CNR Review – a top-to-bottom review of the
Region’s management, and subsequent implementation of a
new staff structure.

with the Spirit of Adventure Trust. Through his five years’
service as CEO – and a total of almost ten years’ service as a
member of the organisation’s staff - Dean realised a number
of positive opportunities for the organisation, and provided
strong direction and leadership. We are enormously grateful
for everything Dean contributed through his time in the office,
and are very pleased that he continues to volunteer within
the Region.

The CNR Review’s primary aim was to ensure that our
resources and efforts were focussed in the areas we wish
to succeed in – first and foremost how we can best support
our Units around the coast. After seven years operating as a
region, it was timely that we take a thorough look at ourselves,
and ensure that we were in the best possible shape for the
future. After a period of considerable organisational change –
never an easy process for an organisation – we are starting to
see tremendous improvements through the new approach.
Coinciding with the implementation of the new structure, Dean
Lawrence, the Region’s former Chief Executive Officer, left
his position to take up an exciting new leadership opportunity

This was our second year as one of the ten organisations
supported via the Auckland Regional Amenities Funding
Act. This funding, provided from Council’s rates, allows us
to deliver a greater level of support to our Units, to operate the
Region’s Communications and SAR Response Centre, and
to deliver education initiatives to the public – including a range
of exciting new boating safety projects. The funding in no
way lessens our dependence on the support of our members,
sponsors and supporters, but provides a welcome degree of
surety, allowing us to plan for the future with a greater degree
of confidence and deliver a higher level of service than we
could otherwise have achieved.

Our Coastguard
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As the new structure – and with it a renewed focus – settles
in within the Region, we begin the process of evaluating how
we can best support our Units, and continue to evolve the
lifesaving service provided by Coastguard in our Region. With
a strong base to work from, we are focussed on a clear drive
to do more with less – to find innovative and creative ways
to make our resources stretch further. As our organisation
draws closer together, we continually work to ensure that our
collective resources are applied in the areas of most need
– and to truly understand the nature of that need. It is truly
exciting to see the start of a true ‘One Coastguard’ approach
taking hold in a practical sense.
One of the great highlights of the past year has been the
ever-increasing collaboration with Coastguard New Zealand,
and between each of the four Regions. Working together and
learning from one another -understanding and embracing both
the areas of commonality and the unique challenges faced by
our people around the country – is tremendously rewarding
and represents a great opportunity for improvement. From
the ‘big projects’ – the inaugural MayDay appeal, the new

training matrix and others – to the day-to-day support
(and occasionally much-needed challenge) provided by
the leadership team across the organisation, it is genuinely
exciting to see this ‘coming together’ across the organisation.
It has been a year of evolutionary development (aren’t they
all!?). Our volunteers have continued their remarkable work
saving lives on the water, and the Region has taken bold steps
to ensure that the best possible support is available to them
in that work. Right across New Zealand, our organisation has
continued to develop towards ‘One Coastguard’, and as that
takes shape and we engage in the discussions and debate
that drive the organisation forward, we are already seeing
tremendous benefits from working closer with one another.
This is a fantastic organisation to be a part of – and a hugely
exciting time to be a part of it. We’ve enjoyed 2011-2012,
met its challenges head on, and are looking forward to the
year ahead!
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Coastguard Eastern Region (CER)
Ray Dever – President
This year has been a mixture of triumph and tragedy for the

Turangi has completed most of the fundraising necessary to

Eastern Region. The unexpected death of Graeme Murray

begin construction of a 9m Orca. The Turangi Unit generously

and his passing has had a profound effect on many individuals,

passed some of its funding allocation from Coastguard NZ on

Units and the Eastern Region Board. As we reflect on the

to the Whakatane Unit to enable them to complete their project

past year, it is important to acknowledge his family who have

earlier. This is a great example of Units working collaboratively

lost so much.

together. Maketu is the latest Unit in our Region to initiate
vessel replacement. Having just completed an assessment of

On a more positive note, two well-known volunteers from our

their requirements, they have identified the need for a 10m twin

Region were included on the Queen’s Birthday Honours list.

jet. However, the actual vessel decision has yet to be made.

The Region acknowledges and congratulates Brian Palmer
from the Tauranga Unit and Peter Franks from Gisborne

Whangamata will soon be opening their new Operations Centre

for their service to our Region and the wider Coastguard

which is located on Council land next to the Whangamata

organisation. They reflect the commitment of so many

marina. This new facility is a significant improvement on the

volunteers. Without people who give so much, we would not

tiny building that they have been operating in for many years.

be able to save so many lives at sea.

The Whakatane Radio Hub has been progressed and although
there are still some issues to work through, the concept of

As a Region, we have moved ahead this year. We have three

VOIP networking has been shown to work well. The remaining

units, Whakatane, Turangi and Maketu looking forward to

hurdle is economic rather than technological. Resolving this

upgrading their on-water capability. The new Whakatane

important issue will be a priority in the new financial year.

vessel is a 10m Naiad and is due for launching in September.
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After a lengthy process, the Eastern Region Board appointed a
new Regional Manager. We are pleased to welcome
Graeme Hull who took up his new position on 4 July. Baz Kirk
who held the position of Acting Regional Manager during this
time has returned to the role of Operations Manager. He has
done a great job of keeping the Region together during a very
difficult period.
Having been in somewhat of a leadership hiatus over the
past year, the Eastern Region is now looking forward to a
new beginning. Units within the Eastern Region are certainly
looking for a clear strategic direction in support of the “One
Coastguard” philosophy. The Eastern Region Board will
be focusing on providing insightful leadership, effective
collaborations and of course sound governance. There is a lot
of work to do to achieve this and good communication within
our Region and with other Regions will be a key to making
progress. The future is looking positive for the Eastern Region.

15
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Coastguard Central Region (CCR)
Keith Bastin – Chairman
The Regional structure continues to provide valuable support

required by the Unit with the assistance of the Region to find

to our Units and has built our organisation into a stronger

the balance. Funding is currently hard work in this economic

and more cohesive organisation than it was.

climate and particularly recognising the impact of the
huge need in Christchurch. We need to be very active and

It is very gratifying to see that the work put into rescue

professional to ensure that we are a priority cause.

vessel planning and funding for vessel replacement is
continuing. Coastguard Taranaki are now well advanced

Our thrust remains on building and maintaining operational

with fundraising to replace their aging Waveney with a 12m

capability and improving the level of support provided to our

AMF. Coastguard Manawatu and Coastguard Marlborough

Units. Training for our search and rescue crew remains a

are planning for their vessel replacement projects. We have

priority. We must ensure that we maintain a constant intake

done well but with eight vessel replacements and three

of crew members who will over time become Senior Crew

building projects planned for the next five years we will

and ultimately Masters. The credit for making this training

certainly continue to find the task challenging.

happen goes to our Operations Manager, SAR Tutors, and
Unit Training Officers and to our crews. We have achieved a

Funding from Lottery Grants Board and New Zealand

high level of trained crew but will always need to have new

Community Trust has certainly assisted in progressing

people coming through to provide our future personnel.

our vessel replacement projects however there is still a

Focus is also being put into maintaining competence and

considerable amount of funding to be found to fund our

refreshing the skills of our existing trained crew and skippers.

planned asset replacement program vessels and building
projects. There will always be significant local fundraising
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CCR will also be adding training for administrative teams

together we are continuing to build a great future for our

in the Units to support them in their governance and

Units, the Region and in turn Coastguard nationally.

administration roles and bringing experienced people
through to serve on Unit management teams, the Regional
Board, and the National Board. This is an important part of
making the performance of the organisation better. We will
be much stronger as an organisation if we plan to provide
pathways and training for all our roles and spend time to
actively engage in succession planning at all levels.
On the operational front, CCR Unit’s have continued to
make it happen at the sharp end of Coastguard.
Central Region has continued to work together with the team
at CNZ and the other Regions to move our organisation
forward. We have continued to assist at national level with
SAR partner relationships and national projects and as a
result progress is being made on a number of fronts.
It is the efforts of our members and the support of their
families, which gives us real strength as an organisation and
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Coastguard Southern Region (CSR)
Paul Lawson – Chairman
Our Community - It has been 19 months since we changed
our Board composition to include appointed members from
the Community. We can now say with certainty that this was
a positive move. The contribution to the board’s discussions
by Graeme Riach and Craig Burrowes, our appointed
board members has been valuable. Their fresh insight and
challenges to our thinking have meant our meetings are
shorter but more productive. The elected members Doug
Griffin, Laurie Officer, Gavin Mitchell and Ian Coard have also
contributed their knowledge of Coastguard operations to the
discussions as the region interprets the national strategy, and
develops regional perspectives to contribute nationally. The
board has worked well together.
As the result of a debrief in Queenstown after the deaths of
two young French men Mark Whitehouse, Operations Manager
and Fiona Gannaway volunteer with Coastguard Sumner
Lifeboat, worked with Queenstown Police and provided
and overview of managing a search and rescue operation
and on water training in search patterns to local commercial
operators. Coastguard Queenstown have also developed a
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communications plan to raise awareness with visitors to the
area of precautions needed when using local lakes.
It has been gratifying to see the increase in support from
members of the public as we work to build the number of
individual supporters from our communities. There has been
some extraordinary generosity from individuals and trusts
in supporting projects and more generally the work of our
volunteers.
Our People - Southern Region is very proud of the skills and
dedication of our volunteers. It was fantastic that two of our
volunteers and one Unit won Coastguard National Volunteer
Awards 2010. We congratulate Rachel McKenzie, Volunteer
of the Year and Murray Paul Rescue Vessel Volunteer of
the Year. Coastguard Kaikoura were doubly recognised,
first as Coastguard Rescue of the Year 2010 and then with
a Certificate of Achievement at the NZ Search and Rescue
Awards in Wellington.
Coastguard Lake Brunner held a dedication for the rescue
vessel MOA (Magic of Auckland) provided on bailment by

Our Coastguard
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Coastguard New Zealand in August. I also want to recognise
Coastguard Canterbury who donated their older 4WD vehicle
which is used to tow the trailer and Rachel MacKenzie who
provided familiarisation training to the Lake Brunner volunteers.
Coastguard Clyde celebrated the official opening of their
new ‘Shed’ in October. The unit has worked hard to raise
the funds with support from Dominique Leeming, Regional
Fundraising Manager. Unit members gave time and skills to
help with the building. We are also grateful to the Department
of Conservation for the use of their site and other support for
the unit’s operation.
Coastguard’s Sumner Lifeboat saw the culmination of many
years work in November with the launch of Blue Arrow Rescue.
The support of the Sumner community was apparent and the
volunteers were justifiably proud of their achievements.
Congratulations to the following volunteers who achieved their
Coastguard COC Master during the year. Bluff – Alan Skerrett,
Darryl Phal; Canterbury – Chris Astall and Dean Verlander;
Dunedin – Bill Dickson, Kevin Phillips and Lox Kellas.
Our Reputation - Coastguard volunteers in Canterbury with
support from Kaikoura took up the challenge and assisted
in the wake of the Canterbury earthquakes in September,

February and June, both in official and unofficial capacities.
Stefan Michie, Lieutenant Colonel of the 2nd/1st Battalion,
Royal NZ Infantry Regiment who was in charge of the NZ
Army earthquake response said “...they should all be rightly
proud of the contribution to this great community effort.
Their willingness to give so freely of their time and dedicate
themselves to the service of others at a time when many could
think only of their own troubles is a fantastic reflection on them
but also on the Coastguard as a volunteer organisation.”
Coastguard volunteers worked in the welfare centres, cordon
lifts around the CBD, and provided assistance for residents
and business people accessing their homes and businesses
in the red zone. It is with deep sadness that we remember
four of our own. Shawn Lucas and Andrew Bishop, who died
on 22nd September 2011 in the CTV building. Coastguard
Bluff also lost one of their volunteers, Jason Wright in a tragic
helicopter accident in October. Coastguard West Coast
volunteer Conrad Adams died in the Pike River Mine disaster.
Our continued thoughts and support go out to their families.
This has been a year of triumph over adversity for many of our
people. It is wonderful to see the building of team spirit across
units and the development of a sense of belonging to the wider
Southern Region and Coastguard team.
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Catherine Taylor
Director, Maritime New Zealand

Coastguard New Zealand (CNZ) and

– nears completion, and with the

Transport will receive the rules as ‘final

publication in June of a new proposed

drafts’ for Ministerial approval in the

qualifications and operational limits

first half of 2012, with implementation

framework.

likely in the first half of 2013.

With MOSS, MNZ plans to implement

Another key aspect of improving safety

a safety regulatory framework that

for those who venture out onto New

is simple, aligned to risks and that

Zealand’s waterways is the proposed

minimises compliance costs to the

new qualifications and operational

maritime community.

limits framework published on MNZ’s

Maritime New Zealand (MNZ) have

website in June. MNZ started a

continued their successful partnership

Responses to last year’s public

‘clean-slate’ review of commercial

over the past year, working together

consultation on the MOSS proposals

qualifications and operational limits

as members of the National Pleasure

showed us that seafarers and maritime

in April 2009. Enormous interest was

Boat Safety Forum and in Search and

operators in New Zealand are vitally

shown by the maritime community,

Rescue operations.

concerned with ensuring the maritime

with large numbers putting in

community embraces a safety

submissions and turning up to road

Making New Zealand’s waterways

culture. For MNZ, MOSS will mean a

show presentations.

safer is a key objective for both

closer relationship with the different

organisations. CNZ staff and volunteers

sectors that make up the maritime

The outcome of the review is a

all round New Zealand operate radio

community, as we take on a stronger

relevant qualifications and appropriate

services, provide education, and

regulatory oversight role. For seafarers,

operational limits framework (QOL) that

support search and rescue operations.

MOSS will bring a clear focus on the

meets industry needs while ensuring

Their focus is on ensuring that skippers

responsibilities skippers and operators

the safety of vessels, their crew,

are responsible for ensuring the safe

have to maintain safe operations. This

passengers and cargo, and protection

operation of their vessels and the safety

aligns closely with one of MNZ’s key

of the marine environment.

of their passengers.

objectives, which is that the maritime
community should understand

Rules redrafting is under way to give

Over the past couple of years MNZ has

its regulatory responsibilities and

effect to the new framework. Further

been working on two major projects

demonstrate a strong safety culture –

consultation will follow before the rules

that will make a real difference to

an aim shared by Coastguard.

are sent for Ministerial approval, with

helping New Zealand’s seafarers build
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the new framework expected to come

a safety culture. That work is starting to

Further work is being done to

come to fruition as the development of

consolidate the MOSS proposals. Once

the Maritime Operator Safety System

this work is complete, draft rules will go

Underpinning these safety initiatives

(MOSS) – designed to replace the

to the MNZ Authority for consideration.

is a major funding review of MNZ and

current safe ship management system

It is anticipated that the Ministry of

its functions, which aims to ensure

into effect in April 2013.

Hon Dr Nick Smith
Minister for ACC
What’s especially impressive about
this work is that it’s done entirely by
volunteers who take time out of their
day and put their lives on the line to
help others. That’s a commendable act
and one which has my utmost respect
and admiration.

As the Minister for ACC, which plays a
lead role in drowning prevention in New
Zealand, I’d like to thank Coastguard
NZ for the contribution it makes
towards this important task.
The work you do, rescuing thousands
of boaties from harm’s way every year,
is crucial to helping reduce the number
of drownings.

I’m sure that like me, you find it
reassuring to note that drowning rates
in New Zealand today are well below
what they were 10 or 20 years ago.
Two years ago, we achieved a new
record, with the lowest drowning toll
since records began in the 1980s.
It’s also reassuring to note that boating
fatalities in particular have shown a
downward trend, and the current rate
of around 3.4 fatalities per 100,000
boats is low internationally. I know

this is a statistic from which your
organisation will derive immense pride,
as you play a major role in minimising
boat-related fatalities.
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In spite of these positive trends, the
fact remains that drowning accounts
for around 8% of injury-related deaths
in New Zealand and our goal must be
to bring this rate down.
For this reason, it’s important that all
of the people and organisations with
an interest in drowning prevention
and water safety work together in a
coordinated way, to maximise the use
of available resources.
This is the challenge we face in the
year ahead, and one which I know
Coastguard NZ will support and help
bring to fruition.

Catherine Taylor Director, Maritime New Zealand... Continued
the organisation has in place robust,

Centre New Zealand (RCCNZ). MNZ

the relationship between our two

sustainable and defendable funding

is also considering options for funding

organisations grow and strengthen over

arrangements so that over the long

recreational boating activity that will

the past few years. I look forward to

term MNZ is funded properly for the

enable us to further develop the close

watching that develop even further in

things it is required to do.

relationship with Coastguard as we

the years to come.

work together to promote safe
The funding review is focusing on

boating activities.

MNZ functions and services, including
shared services provided by MNZ to

This is my last contribution to the

the Marine Pollution Response Service

Coastguard annual report as Director

(MPRS) and the Rescue Coordination

of Maritime New Zealand. I have seen
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Duncan Ferner
Manager, NZSAR Secretariat
Over the last few years, I have been

Adventuresmart website builds on

very impressed by Coastguard’s

the family of safety codes providing

willingness to change and adapt, to

additional safety information and

share and contribute and support

advice for a broad range of activities

the forums that enable effective

and directing people to more in-depth

cooperation and collaboration. As a

information about the pursuit of their

sector, we are seeing the benefits of

choice. We believe this is a significant

this approach through increased

development for the sector. Whilst

Team-up, join forces, cooperate or

trust, more innovation, shared training

many organisations publish safety

collaborate - whatever word you

and greater efficiency in the use

information for specific activities, the

want to use working together well is

of scarce resources.

AdventureSmart portal is designed to
be a ‘one stop shop’ which provides

at the heart of successful search and
rescue. Effective cooperation and

If SAR can be thought of as the

links to a wide range of safety

collaboration requires an inclusive and

ambulance at the bottom of the cliff,

information from one central point -

non-competitive approach as well

then prevention is the “fence” at

making it easier for people to be better

as an ethic of contribution by

the top. Prevention is an important

informed before they undertake their

everyone involved.

component of efficient search and

activities, whatever they may be.

rescue as it serves to minimise the
With the aim of “one SAR’ firmly etched

number of operations we need to do.

I would be grateful if Coastguard

in NZSAR’s goals, it is rewarding to

We all seek to decrease the number

members could get in behind the

see Coastguard embrace a culture

of SAR incidents while at the same

safety codes and the Adventuresmart

of working and learning alongside

time wanting increased participation

website. If we all promote the same

colleagues both within your own

in challenging outdoor activities. The

messages then we have a better

groups as well as with your peers in

NZSAR Council is supporting this

chance of reducing the overall need for

other search and rescue organisations

through the development of consistent

search and rescue.

around the country. It has been

safety messages with the outdoor,

great to see this evolution and the

boating and water safety codes. These

While we have a number of challenges

widespread adoption of this goal by

‘codes’ point out the simple steps

ahead, I believe Coastguard can be

Coastguard people throughout New

people can take to stay safe and asking

justifiably proud of its progress over the

Zealand. While our SAR community

them to take personal responsibility

past year and the outstanding quality

is fortunate to have a clear shared

and make smart decisions about their

of the search and rescue services it

purpose centred on finding and

own safety.

has provided to New Zealand. I am
very pleased to have this opportunity

rescuing people in distress, the idea of
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one SAR becomes even more useful

The Safety Codes are supported

to acknowledge that work and to thank

when we extend it into non-operational

by the AdventureSmart website –

you for your dedication, courage and

areas such as training.

www.adventuresmart.org.nz . The

commitment to saving lives.

Nathan Guy
Minister of Internal Affairs / Associate Minister of Transport
World Cup when volunteers will play a

community trusts, and the Government,

crucial role welcoming overseas visitors.

Coastguard has been able to refresh
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its fleet of Coastguard Rescue Vessels
Each year volunteers in Coastguard

around New Zealand by replacing or

work alongside professionals to save

refurbishing most of them. The funding

lives at sea and in our lakes and rivers.

has also helped Coastguard train its

Over the past year alone, Coastguard

members and maintain its fleet.

staff helped saved the lives of 50

I am impressed at Coastguard’s

Around a million New Zealanders

boaties. Many hundreds of others owe

cooperation and collaboration with

volunteer in some way, from coaching

you a debt of gratitude for rescuing and

all its search and rescue partners,

sports teams, helping the elderly to

assisting them. Each year Coastguard

in particular with the Police and the

cleaning up the environment. New

volunteers and other staff work to

Ministry of Transport. This can only

Zealand society as we know it could

promote safety on the water.

help to save more lives. Over the past
few years, Coastguard has made great

not function without the efforts of
people who want to help others.

As Minister of Internal Affairs and

progress as an organisation.

Presiding Member of the New Zealand
We saw this after the Christchurch

Lottery Grants Board I am proud to say

I wish the Coastguard all the best for

earthquake, when so many people

that a $1.4 million Lottery grant went

the coming year.

around the country rallied to help. And

to the Coastguard in 2010/11. With

we will see it again during the Rugby

funding from the Lottery Grants Board,
July 2010 to
June 2011

July 2010 to
June 2011

Total SaropS

387

567

Category 1

359

547

Definitions
Category 1
Search and Rescue operation where Police is the
lead agency
Category 2
Search and Rescue operation where Rescue
Coordination Centre (RCCNZ) is the lead agency
Lives Saved
Where, if SAR agencies had not intervened, life
would definitely have been lost
Lives Rescued
Where SAR agencies locate and rescue a
person or people at risk and return them to a
safe location
Lives Assisted
Where SAR agencies aid a person or people at
low risk, but who, if left, would be at risk
Number Perished - Where SAR agencies
respond to an incident and locate a person or
people who have perished
Not Located - Where SAR agencies respond to
an incident and the person/s are not located or
crews are stood down
Needing Help - Number of Persons Needing
Coastguard Help

Category 2

28

20

Northern Region

127

250

Eastern Region

101

149

Central Region

50

45

109

123

Coastguard Volunteers Involved

2,961

4,400

Coastguard Volunteer Hours*

7,642

7,535

Southern Region

50

31

Lives Rescued

Lives Saved

148

402

Lives Assisted

283

133

Number Perished

30

30

Not Located*

47

n/a

Needing Help*

558

n/a

* these hours are in addition to Coastguard rescue missions
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Nigel Clifford
General Manager Safety Services, RCCNZ
into the regions and meet local SAR

all contributing to building the ‘One

units, volunteers and other providers as

SAR family’ across NZ.

part of our efforts to keep improving the
links and working relationships with all

We welcome visitors to RCCNZ at any

the groups, agencies and organisations

time and, alongside our general liaison

working within SAR in New Zealand.

programme, can support specific
requests to come and see you at the

The Rescue Coordination Centre
New Zealand (RCCNZ) is one of the
two Coordinating Authorities for SAR
activities in New Zealand. Alongside
the New Zealand Police, RCCNZ
provides 24/7 coordination and
management for SAR responses in the
sea, air and land environments within
New Zealand’s Search and Rescue
Region (NZSRR) – a highly dynamic,
changing environment that covers
an area of some 30 million square
kilometres and is one of the largest in
the world.
SAR incidents are categorised not by
the environment but by the level of
coordination. There are two categories
– Category I incidents coordinated and
managed by NZ Police and Category II
incidents coordinated and managed by
RCCNZ. RCCNZ also maintains and
manages the distress beacon system.
RCCNZ and NZ Police continue to
work very closely together at all levels.
This year we have begun an initiative
for RCCNZ staff to get out and about
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In the marine environment this year

local level. Please contact us at any

overall Category II incidents rose to

time for information or with questions.

271 from 184 the previous year. Within

It has been another very positive year

this total there were 172 distress

with much good work and progress

beacon alerts from all across the

towards improving SAR for all and

NZSRR. Relatively few of these alerts

with volunteers continuing to make a

(24) required the tasking of response

huge contribution. We look forward

assets, many were quickly resolved

to building on this with you all in the

through the use of the distress beacon

year ahead and, together, continuing

registration database and establishing

to provide the best possible service

early contact with the people involved.

to persons in distress with the lowest

This year we have dealt with a number

possible risks for SAR responders.

of maritime SAR operations in Kirabati,
a major rescue in the Antarctic (Oyang
70) as well as responses around New
Zealand itself.
On the support side we have rolled
out the SAR Asset website this year
allowing all players to see where assets
are located, their capabilities and how
to contact and task them. This system
will help with keeping information up to
date and with getting the best possible
responses to incidents (for more details
see the link on the NZSAR website).
There have also been workshops and
joint training including the initial On
Scene Coordinators course (please
contact us for more details if required)
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Coastguard Thames
Mike Skeet, Coastguard Thames
It’s been a good year at Thames with consistently good

received a new hard top. The under floor fuel tanks were

turnouts at training and committee meetings. To date there

inspected and required major surgery to get at them and

has been only about 15 call-outs which is remarkable when

then there is always the need for equipment such as new

you consider that the Firth of Thames can have in excess of

radios , pagers and telephones etc.

750 fishermen on a good day.
Without a doubt we have had two significant achievements
Mike Skeet as President has ensured that the crew have

this year are thanks to our Training Officer Graeme Harrison.

good gear by a policy of planned updating. Vice President

Graeme has put in a huge effort and our crews have

Alan Benson has ensured that every suitable body at Toyota

completed a significant part of the training they required.

Thames Plant is enrolled and has organised that our craft

His dedication and tenacity have achieved the benefit of

are safely housed in a secure lock-up within the premises.

increasing crew membership as Graeme has increased the

The Unit is well supported by Toyota and A & G Price with

interest level by being so active. This means that the Thames

financial and physical contributions. Local schools have

Group is a healthy vibrant and mature section of Coastguard.

been visited and a Motor Caravan Group Meet at Tapu was

All in all our Unit is in good heart and of our meetings are well

given the important message of water safety. Ken Kane

attended with this year’s AGM being exceptional.

our 90 years young Patron still attends every meeting and
occasionally regales us of yarns of Coastguard operating out

Looking to the future our immediate need is new bags and

of the Victoria Cruising Club at Westhaven.

inners plus a re-paint for our rescue vessel which will enable
us to continue doing what we do best – saving lives at sea.

Ensuring that we have sufficient funding to maintain our
operational capabilities is an ongoing focus for the Unit. Our
6.8m Naiad is constantly being upgraded and modified to
keep her fit for purpose and operationally reliable. Some
of the “old fellas” were feeling the cold so Thames Rescue
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Coastguard Taranaki
Graham Cowling, Coastguard Taranaki
Coastguard Taranaki originated as a radio reporting service

Kiwi Ingenuity at work in Taranaki

to boaties, back in 1968. Laurie Baker is one of those who

Radio Operator, Gordon Oke does his shift from the Radio

were involved with the radio service back then and he was

Room, a second level office overlooking the boat ramp, car

recently recognised with a 25 year long service chevron.

park and the boat preparation area. On slow days, Gordon

Laurie still runs the radio roster today.

makes up “boating safety information packs” to hand out to
boaties. To start with Gordon would race downstairs when

Coastguard Taranaki has had a very busy year fundraising

someone was at the preparation bay, give them a pack,

for its new rescue vessel, an AMF 1170 which will replace

then race back upstairs hoping he hasn’t missed a Trip

its aging rescue vessel “Westgate Rescue”. The fundraising

Report (TR).

project has been driven by Colin Hunt a local businessman
from New Plymouth ably supported by Dominique Leeming,

Gordon soon became aware that this wasn’t the ideal way

fundraiser for Coastguard Southern and Central regions.

to operate. So being an ingenious person, he bought one
of his boat rods with him when he was on shift. Gordon

Coastguard Taranaki President Graham Cowling says,”

now makes contact with the boatie by calling him from the

I’m amazed and humbled by the level of support that has

window, then attaches an “information pack” to his line, and

been generated towards this project, and justifies the need

lowers it to the waiting boatie. Works a treat!

for the new vessel. With a new helicopter due and Surf
lifesaving about to take delivery of a new fast response IRB

Not Your Usual Rescue

our new vessel will compliment these craft and the North

A recent ‘rescue’ the unit was involved in was assist a

Taranaki coastline will be serviced by some of the most

disabled twin-hulled waka. The waka was reported as being

technologically advanced rescue equipment for a long

1.5m from the Breakwater, but the co-ordinates provided

time.” As word of the impending new vessel filters into the

actually put them at 5m, which is where they were.

community the number of applications to become crew
have increased, putting a strain on some of the training

They had been in transit from Mana to Ahipara in the

facilities and equipment – but it’s a good “problem” to have.

North doing a pre-acceptance trip following maintenance
before taking on a trip to Noumea. A severe storm two
days previously had blown out their sail and drowned both
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outboards. The facilities on this vessel were basic to say

I watched her change position and position herself for a

the least. The only accommodation and shelter being in

search pattern.

the hulls, with on deck being completely open. We arrived
on scene just after dusk to find they had a bridle already

Unfortunately, the exercise was nearly over before it started

rigged. Barging (towing alongside) any vessel is tricky,

as Kelly (one of the crew) saw me at an extreme distance

and even more so with the waka as its construction is

and the boss, Graham, went into total denial. Kelly insisted

based around 12x4 beams about a metre apart extending

it was a positive sighting. Westgate Rescue lined me up,

100mm’s outside the sides of the hull. So not as to

so I kicked hard to distance myself from my kayak. You

damage the ends of the beams, we put car tyres over the

get that weird feeling being somewhat out of your depth,

ends before attempting to barge. An example of the wide

it’s cold, and you’ve lost contact with all things normal.

variety of challenges that a Coastguard unit can face on

(Sounds like Hypothermia – Ed.).

the water. Coastguard Volunteers are trained to expect the
unexpected and use their problem solving skills.

Due to my action in creating distance from the kayak,
Westgate Rescue altered its heading via the crewman up

Kayak experience, from a different angle.

forward holding a point on me. I must admit to a feeling of

Coastguard Taranaki regularly train with the local kayak

apprehension as this great iron craft bearing down on me.

club. Martin Rook gives a kayaker’s perspective of a

What would happen if that guy pointing at me stumbled?

training session held over the winter.

I had no need to worry. Suddenly Westgate Rescue
was stationary and alongside me. A perfectly executed

Training is an essential part of being a Coastguard

manoeuvre and moments later I was hoisted aboard and

volunteer. Recently, we have had a couple of “kayaks in

checked over by RNZAF medic (Russell) who was home

trouble” scenarios. This scenario required me to become

on leave and out training for the day, while my kayak was

unable to reconnect with my kayak – a lost at sea scenario.

recovered. Happy to be back with my kayak, I was left to

The water temperature was 16 degrees, so I wasn’t keen

join a number of other kayakers who were fishing on the

on being in the water too long. The only company I had

other side of the island. Another example of why and how

was a lonely seal who came over to have a look. Once

“we train to be the very best at what we do”.

in position, Westgate Rescue got the cue (by VHF) and
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Coastguard Clyde
Barrie Wills, Coastguard Clyde
This has been an excellent year with the opening of the new

weather, particularly in winter with snow and ice. The crew from

Coastguard Clyde operations facility at the DoC Rural Fire base

Coastguard Clyde are often called upon to travel some long

near Clyde. It was a great day shared by the local community

distances, eg a two hour (80 km) and return drive over gravel

with Jacqui Dean cutting the ribbon and Central Otago District

roads to Lake Onslow at 690m above sea level for a missing

Council Mayor Tony Lepper and Regional Manager Cheryl Moffat

fisherman callout. All in a day’s volunteering with Coastguard

in attendance. Other highlights have been participating in the

and they do it because they are committed to saving lives at sea.

NZ Police public open day with other SAR organisations and the
Otago Regional Rescue helicopter on display.

All in all it’s been a good year for Coastguard Clyde with some
notable highlights. Already mentioned above is the opening

The Unit has been busy with a number of lake and river search

of their new building. This was a real team effort with many

and rescue operations where both the crew and their equipment

hours of time committed to this project. They were also

have been put to the test and performed well. This reflects

involved in a multi-agency search and rescue exercise (SAREX)

the importance of training which has been consistently held

at Queenstown. SAREX’s are a logistical work of art to put

and attended by Coastguard Clyde volunteers.

together, but are an essential part of training and working

The team

at Coastguard Clyde may only be small in numbers but they

together with other search and rescue agencies. The better

are a b…..*censored good bunch, who interact well and are a

we train, and the more we practice, the better we are able to

pleasure to work with – crew morale is always high.

respond in the real-life situation.

One of the major challenges for the Unit, which is shared by

Another highlight for the Unit has been the securing of a

other Coastguard units in smaller communities, is the challenge

sponsorship from the Cromwell Town and Country club and on-

for funding to help keep older equipment in top-notch order, to

going support for summer lake patrols from Contact Energy.

purchase new equipment and to keep the boat running smoothly
on all eight cylinders.

Not ones to sit on their laurels, the Unit is now looking to
fundraise for a dedicated tow vehicle for their rescue vessel.
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Being an inland Coastguard Unit brings with it some unique

This would replace the private vehicles which are currently being

challenges not shared by the coastal Units. This is especially

used. A dedicated tow vehicle is essential as all callouts require

true in areas such as of communications and the severe

a minimum 2km drive to the nearest launch ramps.

Our Communities
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Coastguard Whangamata
George Williams, Coastguard Whangamata
In Whangamata, it’s been a very busy year advancing

Operationally we had a relatively quiet summer with fewer

progress on our building project which is now nearing

than usual calls for assistance, although our radio service

completion. We now have a facility to be proud of which will

was as busy as ever.

house our whole operation: radio service, CRV and training/
committee room. This project has enjoyed considerable

With work on the building project almost over, we are now

community support with local trades people and businesses

working on replacement outboard motors for our CRV. This

donating materials, labour or generous discounts. It has

project will coincide with some remedial engineering work on

been very gratifying to see such expressions of the high

the interior of the vessel, including removal of the fuel tank for

regard our community has for our local Coastguard unit.

inspection. The plan is to have this task completed before
the busy summer season. Refurbishment of our vessel (GJ

Of particular note are the key contributions made by, O’Neill

Gardner Ranger) will then be complete, having upgraded

Engineering and NZ Steel who combined to donate the outer

electronics, replaced pontoons and repainted in the last two

shell of the building. Also the co-operation of Whangamata

years. Phew!!

Marina Society and Thames Coromandel District Council to
provide the building site. G J Gardner Homes (Whangamata)
took a leading role in managing the project. The list of other
generous contributors is a long one, and the gratitude of our
committee and volunteers cannot be overstated.
The new building had its official opening on 10 September
which was attended by many members of the local
community. A fantastic celebration and a real tribute to the
high esteem in which the local community hold Coastguard
and its volunteers.
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Our People

Nathan Guy
Director, Maritime New Zealand

Volunteer of the Year
Rachel McKenzie, Coastguard Canterbury
So it was August 2010, and I was invited to the CSR AGM

75hp Yamaha outboards. Slightly smaller than I was used to,

lunch, and to my surprise I was awarded the CSR Volunteer

but the general concept the same. We covered close quarter

of the Year 2010 award. This put me in the running for the

manoeuvring, coming alongside at speed, veering, and

National award.

navigation, all with a focus on Bridge Management.

September rolled around and I was invited to attend the

One day was spent entirely afloat, where I got the chance

Coastguard Annual Conference in Taupo. Up against some

to practice plotting and planning on-board one of the bigger

pretty steep competition in Jeff Cramp from Hokianga, John

‘Hardy’ training vessels, undertake a search, and the highlight,

Bates from Taupo, and Keith Bastin from Taranaki, I was

work on hoisting operations with a Coastguard helicopter.

awarded the Coastguard Volunteer of the Year 2010 award.
And the prize for the award was a trip to the RNLI College in
the UK.
All the details were worked out and I was off to the UK in June
2011. I spent five days attending a SAR Command Course at

great fun, and had capsize drills in the purpose built indoor
wave pool. I spent most of the time thinking how we could
get the same set up in New Zealand!

the RNLI College in Poole. The course had both theoretical

The college was an amazing place to undertake training. Full

and practical aspects, based around Bridge Management and

immersion (not literally!) in SAR techniques, surrounded by top

SAR Command.

class training equipment, knowledgeable and skilled tutors,

Theoretical aspects covered on the course included

and of course the bar for relaxation in the evening!

Leadership, Teamwork and Team Building, Decision Making,

So I am now the lucky holder of a Search and Rescue

Resource Management, and Communication. We covered

Command Course Certificate issued from arguably the most

SAR Watch Keeping, navigation, and Plotting and Planning for

highly respected, prestigious, and professional SAR Institute in

SAR operations. We also discussed the practical aspects of

the world.

Launch and Recovery, Helicopter Operations, and Hydrology
and Rough Weather Handling to cover later at sea.
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We also had a session in the Bridge Simulator which was

This trip to the RNLI has been a real highlight of my time in
Coastguard, and it was a real privilege to go. Thanks must

While afloat I got plenty of chances to helm the ‘Atlantic’ Class

go to CNZ and Chevron for supporting the National Award

lifeboat, a Rigid Hull Inflatable, 21ft in length, powered by 2x

programme and organising the trip for me.

Our People
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Air Patrol Volunteer
of the Year
Alan Murgatroyd, Northland Coastguard Air Patrol
The Chevron Air Patrol Volunteer of the Year Award for

Alan was allowed to fly with the CAP crews under training,

2010 was awarded to Alan Murgatroyd of the Northland

and was made very welcome by staff and students alike, and

Coastguard Air Patrol, based at Kerikeri.

has returned with ideas and experiences to present to our Air
Patrol organisation.

Alan attended a training camp held in Indiana under the
auspices of the USA National Emergency Services Academy,

He wishes to thank Chevron New Zealand, and CNZ for the

an organisation responsible for training personnel who are

wonderful opportunity presented to him.

directly concerned with Emergency Response for a variety of
events, and joined a group of volunteers from the US Civil Air
Patrol, who fly small Cessna aircraft on Search and Rescue
flights in much the same manner as our own Coastguard Air
Patrols, and are crewed by volunteers of all ages and from
every walk of life, as are our own Coastguard volunteers in
New Zealand, although the majority of the USA CAP’s are
used more for land based emergencies than maritime ones.
One major difference is that the USA CAP’s are directly
controlled by the United States Air Force, both financially
and operationally, which takes the pressure off fund raising,
but does add some more bureaucratic constraints as to how

“Ordinary People
in our community
doing Extraordinary
things”

they are allowed to operate and fly.
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Rescue Vessel
Volunteer of the Year
Murray Paul, Coastguard Kaikoura
Winning the Coastguard Rescue Vessel Volunteer of the year

We were instructed by two very capable Coast Guard Instructors

award at the Conference in Taupo was a great thrill. The

who let us make mistakes then hammered home the correct

prospect of going to Canada for the RHIOT Course was a bit

way to do it. There were six of us on the course and they were

daunting until I actually arrived and got stuck into it.

made up of two from Coast Guard auxiliary, one French cruise
boat RHIB skipper, and one each from the Bermuda police and

I departed New Zealand on 8 May 2011 a flight to Vancouver.

German Coastguard.

I spent the night there and the next day made my way to the
Canadian Coast Guard Headquarters in Victoria where I was met

The actual vessels were open RHIB‘ s and very hardy and

and taken on the four hour drive to Bamfield.

designed for speed in the fiords with twin 175 Yamaha
outboards. Along with trying to keep the vessel doing what the

We crossed the fiord to our accommodation at the McKay Bay

instructors wanted, you had to be very wary of floating logs that

Lodge near the Coast Guard Base. This was very comfortable

were very prevalent in the water. They can do a lot of damage to

with warm beds and good food.

vessels but luckily we managed to avoid hitting any. If we found
them we would place a flag on them for future recovery.

The seven day course was full on. The first day we had to sit and

The experience has been one I will never forget. I have been

pass an exam then we went out on the boats for night exercises.

showing my Unit some of the new skills learnt and will continue

Time, distance, and speed were drummed into us. Dead

to assist the Coastguard wherever I can with my

reckoning and weaning off of our reliability on GPS to navigate

new knowledge.

was very focused.
A big thanks to the Coastguard New Zealand staff who were a
The actual on water time involved high speed manoeuvres
around the many fiords which were very spectacular in their own
right. With trees right to the water’s edge and high mountains
rising from the shore it was a lot like the fiords of New Zealand.
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great help in making the trip a success.
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Doubtless Bay

20
21

Bay of Islands

Coastguard
NowCasting*
Locations
22
*Constantly updated, 24/7,
marine wind and weather conditions
via VHF radio

22
Hokianga

Leigh/Kawau
Waitemata

23

20
21

Kaipara
Tairua

23

Outer Gulf

21

Whitianga

Port Waikato/Manukau

21

22

Bay of Plenty

New Plymouth

Hawke’s Bay

21

Operating
VHF Channel

22

Wanganui

21

Nelson

Cook Strait

Canterbury

Otago

Southland

23

22

Kawhia/Raglan

Nowcasting locations
23

23

23

21

22

To find your local Coastguard Unit visit www.coastguard.co.nz
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July 2010 to
June 2011

July 2009 to
June 2010

Number of radio calls

316,811

327,408

Number of volunteers

2,224

2,146

348,356

347,657

118,231

119,101

Number of volunteer hours *
Radio watch
Training

89,663

89,141

Administration

58,143

57,286

Coastguard missions

28,935

30,024

Maintenance

20,277

20,097

Fundraising

18,611

16,670

Prevention

6,101

7,663

Public education

8,395

7,675

Total number of Coastguard missions

3,337

3,722

Total number of people assisted on Coastguard missions

6,996

6,560

Total SAROPS

387

567

CATEGORY 1

359

547

CATEGORY 2

28

20

Northern Region

127

250

Eastern Region

101

149

Central Region

50

45

109

123

Coastguard Volunteers Involved in SAROPs

2,961

4,400

Coastguard Volunteer Hours on SAROPs

7,642

7,535

Southern Region

Lives Saved

50

31

Lives Rescued

148

402

Lives Assisted

283

133

Number Perished

30

30

Not Located*

47

n/a

Needing Help*

558

n/a

Category 1
Category 2
Lives Saved
Lives Rescued
Lives Assisted
Number Perished
Not Located
Needing Help

* the hours spent on SAROP 1 and 2 are in addition to these hours.

Annual Statistics

Search and Rescue operation where Police is the lead agency
Search and Rescue operation where Rescue Coordination Centre (RCCNZ) is the lead agency
Where, if SAR agencies had not intervened, life would definitely have been lost
Where SAR agencies locate and rescue a person or people at risk and return them to a safe location
Where SAR agencies aid a person or people at low risk, but who, if left, would be at risk
Where SAR agencies respond to an incident and locate a person or people who have perished
Where SAR agencies respond to an incident and the person/s are not located or crews are stood down
Number of Persons Needing Coastguard Help

Coastguard Rescue Missions
Coastguard rescue missions

People assisted

2.1

Average number of people per mission
2.1

7000

2.0

1.8
6000

1.8

1.6

1.6

5000

1.4
1.3

1.2

4000
5120
3000
2000

3840

2008

5493
3410

6560
3722

2009

6996
3337

2010

2011

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
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year ended 30 June 2011

NORTHERN REGION
Far North 134
Whangaroa 26
Bay of Islands 67
Hokianga 14

Whangaruru 8
Tutukaka 29

North Kaipara 20

Whangarei 83
Northland CAP 12

GREATER AUCKLAND

Thames 24
Whitianga 146
Tairua/Pauanui 35

Whangamata 53
Waihi Beach 41
Hibiscus 122
Great Barrier 6

North Shore 249

Bay of Plenty CAP 9
Maketu 30
Whakatane 99
Opotiki 18

Raglan 41

Kawau 68
Kaipara 1

Maraetai 167

coastguard news

Rotorua Lakes 45

Auckland 628
Howick 163

Lake Taupo 14
Taranaki CAP 11
Taranaki 10

Papakura 5

Waiuku 16

Waihau Bay 34

East Cape 14

Waiheke 94

Auckland CAP 12

Titirangi 31

EASTERN REGION

Tauranga 157

coastguard news

Calls for Assistance

Gisborne 24
Turangi 32

South Taranaki 11
Hawkes Bay 31

Wanganui 35
Manawatu 39
Kapiti CAP 3

CENTRAL REGION

Kapiti Coast 29
Mana 26
Nelson 8

Nelson CAP 4
Wellington 75

Marlborough 50

SOUTHERN REGION
West Coast 14

Kaikoura 23
Kaikoura CAP 3

Lake Brunner 2

Waimakariri-Ashley 9
Sumner 43
Canterbury 20

Queenstown 25
Dunedin 21

Southland CAP 4
Riverton 12
Bluff 15

coastguard

South Canterbury 3
Clyde 9

TOTAL CALLS PER REGION
Northern region.............1996
Eastern region.................773
Central region..................283
Southern region...............236
Air Patrol............................49
TOTAL............................3337
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Statement of Consolidated Financial Performance
for the year ended 30 June 2011
INCOME
Contribution from the New Zealand Government
towards Search and Rescue Costs
Donations

(Note 13)

$ 2010

$ 2011

2,219,000

2,219,000

9,795

10,603

531,349

526,843

1,004,600

1,022,800

  - Unit Operational Costs

197,920

182,676

  - CNZ Administration

291,400

257,500

1,493,920

1,462,976

Examination Fees
Grants New Zealand Lottery Grants Board
  - Unit Grants

Total Grants New Zealand Lottery Grants Board
Other Grants
  - New Zealand Police
  - Water Safety New Zealand Inc.
  - Other Grants
Interest Received

50,000

50,000

(Note 4)

372,000

380,000

(Note 11)

71,605

43,191

82,794

94,604

Other Income

644,096

655,980

Sales of Publications

317,450

342,731

Sponsorship

56,316

49,471

5,848,325

5,835,399

Annual General Meeting Expenses

77,923

93,372

Audit Fee

18,000

18,850

Total Income
Less Expenses

Bank and Eftpos Charges

9,086

10,287

Depreciation

58,627

71,403

Expenditure - Other Grants

71,605

43,191

General Expenses

22,998

18,228

Insurance and Accident Compensation

12,249

8,511
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Statement of Consolidated Financial Performance
for the year ended 30 June 2011...continued
INCOME
Grants paid to Units and Regions
Water Safety New Zealand Project Expenditure

(Note 12, 13)
(Note 4)

Other Expenses
Printing, Stationery and Postage

$ 2010

$ 2011

3,422,010

3,242,466

397,370

404,675

1,045,422

1,246,407

76,271

87,805

Marketing and Advertising

213,600

200,405

Rent of Office Premises

121,796

115,055

Telephone, Tolls, Fax and Internet
Travelling Expenses
Total Expenses
Net Trading Surplus

41,596

51,430

124,774

123,480

5,713,327

5,735,565

134,998

99,834

-

96,973

Other Income
Donations / Grants for the Acquisition of
Rescue Vessels and Equipment

(Note 10)

Net Revenue from the Coastguard
SAR Certificate Course

(Note 9)

Total Other Income

11,400

14,000

11,400

110,973

130,483
97,879
228,362

133,978
31,102
165,080

$(81,964)

$45,727

Other Costs
Asset Maintenance Costs
SAR Training Costs
Total Other Costs
Total Operating (Deficit) for the year

(Note 10)
(Note 9)

Statement of Consolidated Movements in Equity
for the year ended 30 June 2011
Equity at the beginning of the year
Net Trading Surplus for the year
Specific Donations
SAR Certificate Course Revenue
Asset Maintenance Costs
SAR Training Costs
Total Recognised Revenue and Expenses for the year
Equity at the end of the year
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$ 2010

$ 2011

2,106,327

2,024,363

134,998

99,834

-

96,973

11,400

14,000

(130,483)

(133,978)

(97,879)

(31,102)

$(81,964)

$45,727

$2,024,363

$2,070,090
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Statement of Consolidated Financial Position
$ 2010

$ 2011

Current Assets
200

200

Cash at Bank - Westpac Banking Corporation Limited

Cash on Hand
(Note 5)

1,079,854

1,523,009

Cash at Bank - ASB Bank Limited

(Note 5)

769,787

893,235

518,270

326,760

Accounts Receivable
Prepayments

18,357

19,047

Stock on Hand

77,919

59,829

2,464,387

2,822,080

896,190

1,092,033

55,110

103,464

Total Current Assets

Financial Report

for the year ended 30 June 2011

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Goods and Services Tax
LGB Grants not yet spent

(Note 3)

8,765

7,235

143,319

81,469

339,628

458,318

Total Current Liabilities

1,443,012

1,742,519

Working Capital

1,021,375

1,079,561

1,002,988

990,529

1,002,988

990,529

$2,024,363

$2,070, 090

2,106,327

2,024,363  

Other Grants not yet spent
Coastguard Regions

(Note 12)

Non Current Assets
Fixed Assets

(Note 6)

Total Non Current Assets
Net Assets
Represented By:
Accumulated Funds
Accumulated Funds Brought Forward
Plus:
Total (Deficit) for the Year
Total Accumulated Funds

(81,964)

45,727

$2,024,363

$2,070,090

1,751,742

1,851,576

169,329

132,324

Comprised of:
General Reserves
Asset Maintenance Reserve
SAR Training Reserve

(Note 10)
(Note 9)

103,292

86,190

$2,024,363

$2,070,090

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors on 15 September 2011

Vice President

Chief Financial Officer
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
Financial Report

for the year ended 30 June 2011
1. Statement of Accounting Policies
Reporting Entity
The consolidated financial statements presented here are for the reporting entity Royal New
Zealand Coastguard Inc. and its controlled entities as detailed in Note 8.
Reporting Basis
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Incorporated Societies Act
1908 and the existing New Zealand Financial Reporting Standards Framework New Zealand GAAP.
Differential Reporting
Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc. is a qualifying entity within New Zealand Institute of Chartered
Accountants Differential Reporting Framework. It qualifies for differential reporting as it is not
publicly accountable and is not considered large. The Royal New Zealand Coastguard has taken
advantage of all differential reporting exemptions, except for the FRS 19 Accounting for Goods and
Services Tax, with which it has been complied fully.  
Measurement Base
The measurement base adopted is historical cost.
Principals of Consolidation
The consolidated financial statements incorporate the assets and liabilities of all controlled entities
of Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc at 30 June 2011 and their results for the year then ended.
Controlled entities are entities over which the Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc has the power
to govern the financial and the operating policies, generally accompanying a shareholding of more
than one-half of the voting rights.
For the consolidated financial statements, inter-entity transactions, balances and unrealised gains
on transactions between entities are eliminated. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the
transaction provides evidence of the impairment of the asset transferred. Accounting policies of
controlled entities are consistent with the policies adopted by the Group.
Accounts Receivable
Accounts receivable are stated at expected realisable value.
Goods and Services Tax
The financial statements have been prepared using GST exclusive figures, except for receivables
and payables, which are GST inclusive.
Emergency Advances to Members
Advances to members are free of interest and repayable on demand.
Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost, using a first-in, first-out basis, and net realisable value.
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Revenue
Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received or recoverable.
Sponsorship, donations and grants
Sponsorship, grant and donation income is recognised as income when it becomes receivable
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unless the society has a liability to repay the sponsorship, donations and grants, if the requirements/
conditions of the specific revenue received are not fulfilled. A liability is recognised to the extent that
such conditions are unfulfilled at the end of the reporting period to cover the expenditure necessary
to fulfil the conditions.
Interest Income
Interest revenue is recognised in the statement of Financial Performance as it accrues, using the
effective interest method.
Fixed Assets
Fixed assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation.
Taxation
Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc. qualifies as a charitable organisation and therefore is exempt
from income tax.
Depreciation
Depreciation is charged on a straight line basis at the following rates:
Rescue Vessels and Equipment

6.5-26% of Cost Price

Vehicles and Promotional Caravan

18-26% of Cost Price

Office Equipment, Furniture and
Leasehold Improvements

7-36% of Cost Price

Leases
Lease payments under operating leases are charged as expenses in the periods in which they are
incurred.
Changes in Accounting Policies
There have been no changes in accounting policies.  All policies have been applied on bases
consistent with those used in previous years.  
2. Nature of Business
Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc. Group provides national and community based small boat
safety training courses and is the national body for groups who provide search and rescue services
on the water.  The nature of Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc’s business has not changed during
the year under review.
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
for the year ended 30 June 2011...continued
3. Grants not yet claimed
Lottery Grants Board

$ 2010

$ 2011

2010 Grant brought forward

1,493,920

8,765

Less Paid to members

1,485,155

8,765

-

-

2011 Grant Received

-

1,462,976

Less Paid to members

-

1,455,741

$8,765

$7,235

$ 2010

$ 2011

4. Water Safety New Zealand Inc.

Balance brought forward
Plus Grants received during the year

Less Amounts expended

89,364

5,291

372,000

380,000

461,364

385,291

456,073

384,277

$5,291

$1,014

The closing balance is included in Other Grants not yet spent in the Consolidated Statement of
Financial Position.     
5. Bank Accounts
Westpac Banking Corporation Limited

$ 2010

$ 2011

Coastguard Boating Education

261,930

336,789

Coastguard New Zealand

367,688

710,605

StarCard Fuel Account
Term Deposit – Coastguard Boating Education

ASB Bank Limited
Coastguard New Zealand
Term Deposit – RNZC Charitable Trust
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2,445

6,411

447,791

469,204

$1,079,854

$1,523,009

$ 2010

$ 2011

-

92,528

769,787

800,707

$769,787

$893,235

6. Fixed Assets
Cost

Accumulated
Depreciation

Book Value

1,539,850

953,679

586,171

Vehicles and Promotional Caravan

121,985

121,985

-

Office Equipment, Furniture and Leasehold Improvements

869,387

515,506

353,881

2011
Rescue Vessels and Equipment

Coastguard SAR Certificate Course Development Costs

127,957              

77,480

50,477

$2,659,179

$1,668,650

$990,529

Cost

Accumulated
Depreciation

Book Value

1,464,479

869,037

595,442

Vehicles and Promotional Caravan

121,985

121,210

775

Office Equipment, Furniture and Leasehold Improvements

781,873

438,375

343,498

Coastguard SAR Certificate Course Development Costs

127,957     

64,684    

63,273

$2,496,294

$1,493,306

$1,002,988

$ 2010

$ 2011

86,775

84,642

2010
Rescue Vessels and Equipment
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Depreciation
Depreciation for the year is as follows:

Rescue Vessels and Equipment
Vehicles and Promotional Caravan
Office Equipment, Furniture and Leasehold Improvements
Coastguard SAR Certificate Course Development Costs

3,488

775

68,997

77,132

12,796

12,796

$172,056

$175,345

7. Capital and Lease Commitments
Commitments existed for non-cancellable operating leases as follows:

Current
Non-current

$ 2010

$ 2011

152,659

233,776

507,972

515,010

$660,631

$748,786

8. Consolidated Entities
These financial statements consolidate the operating results of Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc,
Royal New Zealand Coastguard Boating Education Service Limited and Royal New Zealand
Coastguard Charitable Trust.
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Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
for the year ended 30 June 2011...continued
9. SAR Training Reserve
This is a specific reserve created to fund the future training requirements of all member units and
regions.  Movement in this reserve for the year is as follows:

Balance brought forward
Add: Transfer to Reserve during the year
Less: SAR training expenditure funded for the year

$ 2010

$ 2011

189,771

103,292

11,400

14,000

201,171

117,292

97,879

31,102

$103,292

$86,190

10. Asset Maintenance Reserve
This is a specific reserve created to fund the ongoing depreciation costs of the rescue vessels, the
ongoing depreciation and maintenance costs of the promotional caravan and the ongoing
depreciation and maintenance costs of the automatic weather stations.
Movement in this reserve for the year is as follows:

Balance brought forward
Add  Transfer to Reserve during the year

$ 2010

$ 2011

299,812

169,329

-

96,973

299,812

266,302

113,427

103,942

Less:
Depreciation
Insurance

2,947

1,896

Repairs and Maintenance

585

13,306

Transportation and Travel

13,524

14,834

$169,329

$132,324

$ 2010

$ 2011

11. Other Grants Received
Grants were received during the year from:
Toyota Financial Services
New Zealand Community Trust
Auckland Regional Council
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9,977

-

50,000

30,000

11,628

13,191

$71,605

$43,191

Financial Report
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12. Related Party Transactions
A number of members of the Royal New Zealand Coastguard Board also have governance and
management roles at Coastguard Regions and Units.
Transactions between Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc. and these entities are therefore
considered to be related party transactions.  These principally relate to the distribution of grant
income to cover operating costs, rescue vessel, engine replacement and repairs.  The outstanding
balances owing to the Regions are payable on normal trade terms and accordingly do not
attract interest.
13. Contribution towards Search and Rescue Costs
The funding received from the New Zealand Government during the year was expended as follows:
$ 2010

$ 2011

Rescue Vessel Replacement

839,148

826,525

SAR Training

397,746

361,674

Unit Repairs and Maintenance

269,296

255,265

Regional Administration Grants

227,500

146,250

SAR Equipment

155,123

161,145

Vessel and Aircraft Tracking Costs

125,309

94,044

Automatic Weather Stations Operating Costs

109,393

-

Rescue Vessel Engine Replacements

35,444

42,533

Contribution to CNZ Operational Support Salaries

30,000

262,010

Contribution to CNZ Operational Support Travel Costs

-

21,988

19,695

33,084

SLA Meeting Costs

7,846

12,732

Additional Audit Fees

2,500

1,750

$2,219,000

$2,219,000

Coastguard Database and Incident Reporting

This expenditure is included in Grants paid to Units and Regions in the Statement of Consolidated
Financial Performance.
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Coastguard Operations
People
Assisted

Police Calls

Calls For
Assistance

APPENDICES

Year ending 30 June 2011

Radio Calls

Annual Statistics

NORTHERN REGION - 23
Cnr Communications Group
Cnr Communications

104,321

2,054

-   

-   

-   

596

32

1,745

Hauraki Operational Area
Auckland
Great Barrier

-   

5

1

7

Hibiscus

-   

117

5

255

Howick (not operational for full 12 month period)

-   

160

3

385

Kawau

-   

61

7

127

Maraetai

-   

154

13

781

North Shore

-   

232

17

564

Thames

-   

21

3

45

Waiheke Island

-   

89

5

166

-   

61

6

139

Far North

23,487

111

23

239

Hokianga

2,562

10

4

23

North Kaipara

3,777

12

8

34

-   

27

2

69

10,826

77

6

139

30

23

3

36

-   

8

-   

12

Northland Operational Area
Bay of Islands

Tutukaka
Whangarei
Whangaroa
Whangaruru
Tasman Operational Area
Kaipara

-   

-   

1

3

132

5

-   

38

Raglan

24

31

10

38

Titirangi (formerly named Manukau)

25

27

4

51

-   

16

-   

34

145,184

1,843

153

4,930

Papakura

Waiuku
NORTHERN REGION TOTALS

* Calls for assistance total for CNR does not include Comms figure

CENTRAL REGION - 9
Kapiti

1,457

16

13

26

Mana

-   

13

13

21

Manawatu
Marlborough
Nelson

35

4

64

284

40

10

34

-   

5

3

7

1,204

8

3

14

10,434

10

-   

14

Wanganui

8,461

30

5

44

Wellington

1,916

47

28

88

33,025

204

79

312

South Taranaki
Taranaki

CENTRAL REGION TOTALS

46

9,269

People
Assisted

Police Calls

Calls For
Assistance

Radio Calls
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2,393

9

5

22

Gisborne

4,168

10

14

15

Hawkes Bay

2,748

24

7

56

Lake Taupo

-   

6

8

21

Maketu

-   

19

11

46

Opotiki
Rotorua Lakes
Tairua-Pauanui
Tauranga
Turangi

39

10

8

35

528

21

24

39

-   

33

2

64

25,041

132

25

439

2,519

19

13

48

Waihau Bay

15,420

29

5

79

Waihi

11,640

33

8

80

Whakatane

26,707

94

5

196

Whangamata

20,281

47

6

117

Whitianga

24,392

117

29

259

135,876

603

170

1,516

22

9

6

13
94

EASTERN REGION TOTALS

APPENDICES

EASTERN REGION - 15
East Cape

SOUTHERN REGION - 12
Bluff

1,188

45

15

Clyde

Canterbury

-   

4

5

2

Dunedin

-   

10

11

16

Kaikoura

28

290

9

14

Lake Brunner

-   

1

1

3

Queenstown

-   

11

14

11

421

6

6

13

Riverton
South Canterbury
Sumner Lifeboat
Waimakariri-Ashley
West Coast

-   

1

2

1

790

22

21

19

11

1

8

11

4

6

8

7

2,726

125

111

218

Bay of Plenty-CAP

-

5

4

3

Hawkes Bay-CAP

-

-   

-   

-   

Canterbury-CAP

-

-   

-   

-   

Taranaki-CAP

-

6

5

8

Kapiti CAP

-

-   

3

-   

Auckland-CAP

-

3

-   

5

Southland-CAP

-

3

1

-   

Kaikoura-CAP

-

-   

3

3

SOUTHERN REGION TOTALS
AIR PATROL - 10

Nelson-CAP

-

1

3

1

Northland-CAP

-

8

4

-   

AIR PATROL TOTALS

-

26

23

20

316,811

2,801

536

6,996

NATIONAL TOTALS - 2010 / 2011 - 69
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Hours Spent by Volunteers
Total Volunteer
Hours

Administration

600

4,740

-   

-   

8,826

Public
Education

Maintenance

Training

-   

Prevention

Radio Watch

SAROPS

APPENDICES

Fund Raising

Year ending 30 June 2011

NORTHERN REGION (23)
CNR Communications - Volunteer

-   

-   

CNR Communications - Paid

3,486
17,550

Hauraki Operational Area (9)
Auckland
Great Barrier

618

4,564

-   

56

2,958

3,254

2,902

49

14,401

29

97

-   

-   

456

207

130

-   

919

-   

-   

4,574

1,284

1,279

-   

8,426

-    1,237

2,484

1,268

470

47

7,376

Hibiscus

476

813

Howick

564

1,306

Kawau

376

685

35

69

2,727

732

514

80

5,218

Maraetai

590

1,368

-   

32

1,757

960

482

10

5,199

2,100

5,293

-   

-   

2,590

1,195

1,420

-   

12,598

50

174

-   

-   

334

249

94

-   

901

255

1,130

-   

27

1,395

570

339

33

3,749

North Shore
Thames
Waiheke Island
Northland Operational Area (8)

98

857

-   

-   

1,815

425

149

4

3,348

Far North

Bay of Islands

220

22

9,962

465

1,081

1,119

355

301

13,525

Hokianga

39

96

9,504

18

1,111

120

86

4

10,978
10,324

90

100

8,732

524

303

378

67

130

Tutukaka

North Kaipara

112

206

-   

28

880

733

138

56

2,153

Whangarei

253

596

8,784

-   

1,039

865

69

10

11,616

Whangaroa

490

112

73

123

608

194

254

44

1,898

Whangaruru

40

39

24

10

642

442

105

-   

1,302

Tasman Operational Area (5)

31

124

8,760

78

585

118

107

5

9,808

Kaipara

139

35

-   

12

1,191

532

407

77

2,393

1,742

18

1,652

5

5,644

1,420

609

8

11,098

Raglan

416

444

23

124

1,416

1,794

499

337

5,053

Titirangi (formerly named Manukau)

120

433

12

-   

7,493

255

400

39

8,752

67

160

-   

-   

566

181

90

186

1,250

8,884

18,548

42,287

2,730

43,664

22,917

10,858

1,415

151,303

Papakura

Waiuku
NORTHERN REGION TOTALS
CENTRAL REGION (9)
Kapiti

301

447

1,003

1

1,652

285

396

30

4,115

Mana

20

263

-   

-   

1,753

511

533

72

3,152

543

220

4,111

184

551

856

27

97

6,589

97

252

67

44

369

1,256

321

124

2,530

Manawatu
Marlborough
Nelson

20

2

-   

2

154

85

22

-   

285

South Taranaki

354

6

1,418

5

221

271

184

175

2,634

Taranaki

527

20

4,178

13

526

1,308

77

231

6,880

Wanganui

50

6

4,698

26

463

654

60

77

6,034

Wellington

237

431

1,088

685

2,773

935

352

2,170

8,671

2,149

1,647

16,563

960

8,462

6,161

1,972

2,976

40,890

CENTRAL REGION TOTALS
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Training

Administration

Maintenance

56

5,732

51

256

265

118

100

6,623

17

416

682

-   

1,112

714

45

6

2,992

Hawkes Bay

345

445

1,147

32

2,357

2,305

482

568

7,681

Lake Taupo

241

745

-   

41

2,110

1,838

472

358

5,805

Maketu

285

258

-   

3

1,596

333

149

141

2,765

Opotiki

176

127

156

43

467

978

234

134

2,315

Rotorua Lakes

422

315

121

-   

606

963

191

575

3,193

Tairua-Pauanui

184

245

2,124

30

720

597

224

-   

4,124

1,193

1,009

5,754

1

2,199

3,863

366

539

14,924

Turangi

101

56

4,388

-   

572

1,184

360

-   

6,661

Waihau Bay

450

3

4,620

9

50

380

114

290

5,916

Waihi

454

283

3,115

268

724

655

171

157

5,827

Whakatane

200

126

9,192

-   

546

2,556

304

30

12,954

Whangamata

999

218

8,823

5

1,159

2,452

44

80

13,780

Whitianga

354

418

8,077

1,493

961

705

424

303

12,735

5,466

4,720

53,931

1,976

15,435

19,788

3,698

3,281

108,295

Bluff

108

248

224

18

561

492

194

66

1,911

Canterbury

104

196

738

182

3,275

1,525

817

20

6,857

Public
Education

Prevention
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Gisborne

SAROPS

East Cape

Fund Raising

Radio Watch

Total Volunteer
Hours
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Tauranga

EASTERN REGION TOTALS

APPENDICES

EASTERN REGION (15)

SOUTHERN REGION (12)

Clyde

49

71

-   

29

768

296

186

68

1,467

Dunedin

134

232

310

10

1,081

242

212

94

2,315

Kaikoura

294

911

150

62

959

853

176

102

3,507

36

8

2,742

4

486

210

53

78

3,617

Lake Brunner
Queenstown

-   

65

-   

15

705

152

99

-   

1,036

367

194

465

9

1,404

339

279

33

3,090

South Canterbury

14

22

-   

-   

436

57

20

6

555

Sumner Lifeboat

195

1,127

426

-   

3,235

1,772

195

40

6,990

56

73

-   

104

1,560

800

293

26

2,912

505

7

395

2

3,272

405

640

190

5,416

1,862

3,154

5,450

435

17,742

7,143

3,164

723

39,673

Bay of Plenty-CAP

61

23

-

-

164

78

43

-

369

Hawkes Bay-CAP

2

-   

-

-

410

219

21

-

652

Canterbury-CAP

55

358

-

-

1,028

782

213

-

2,436

Taranaki-CAP

12

23

-

-

154

74

6

-

269

5

33

-

-

48

21

30

-

137

Auckland-CAP

10

93

-

-

679

389

200

-

1,371

Southland-CAP

80

114

-

-

515

122

32

-

863

-   

45

-

-

79

100

-   

-

224

10

3

-

-

333

123

-   

-

469

15

174

-

-

-

1,405

250

866

Riverton

Waimakariri-Ashley
West Coast
SOUTHERN REGION TOTALS
AIR PATROL

Kapiti CAP

Kaikoura-CAP
Nelson-CAP
Northland-CAP
AIR PATROL TOTALS
NATIONAL TOTALS 2010 / 2011

18,611 28,935 118,231

6,101

950

226

40

4,360

2,134

585

89,663

58,143

20,277

8,195
8,395

348,356
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Coastguard NZ Sponsors and Supporters

Saving lives at sea is difficult – without your help it’s impossible
Thank you to all of the businesses and trusts that support Coastguard Units and Regions throughout
New Zealand. We simply couldn’t do what we do without you.

Our Search and Rescue Partners
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2011 National Award Winners
Rachel McKenzie

Volunteer of the Year

Murray Paul

Rescue Vessel Volunteer of the Year

Cliff Hodgman

Operational Volunteer of the Year

Alan Murgatroyd

Air Patrol Volunteer of the Year

Coastguard Kaikoura

Rescue of the Year

Coastguard Life Members
Brooke Archbold
Walter Baguley QSM
Allan Daines
Michael Grace
Alan Haddock QSO
Hugh Jones
Harold Mason
Mike Saull CB FCIT (Rtd)
Harvey Sheppard MNZM
Baron Ralph von Kohorn
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The People Behind the Scenes
Patron

The Royal New Zealand Coastguard

His Royal Highness, the Prince of Wales

Boating Education Service Limited
Mark Bright

General Manager

Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc Elected Officers

Neil Murray

Training and Development Manager

Colin Small (Howick)

Rachel Anderson

Customer Service Administrator

Emily Bright

Project Leader

President

Bill Greening (Wanganui) Vice-President

Debbie Moore

Accounts Administrator

Members of the Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc Board

Sarah Pengelly

Assessment Administrator

Dick Hilton

Hawkes Bay

Isabella Hormes

Marketing Assistant

Ian Coard

Riverton

Heather Murray

Customer Service Assistant

John Cowan

Coastguard Boating Education Service

Dave Robertson

Field Representative - Mid-Lower North Island

Roly Linstrom

Northern Region appointee

Joanne Glassford

Field Representative – South Island

Ray Dever

Eastern Region appointee

Keith Bastin

Central Region appointee

Laurie Officer

Southern Region appointee

Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc
(Coastguard New Zealand)
Bruce Reid

Chief Executive Officer

Jim Carter

Chief Financial Officer

Richard Bray

Chief of Operations

Christine Haru

Executive Officer - Brand and Marketing

Jamie Armitage

Marketing Assistant

Orlena Whittington

Office Manager

Ray Jones

Information Systems Manager

Members of The Royal New Zealand Coastguard Boating
Education Service Limited Board
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John Cowan

Chairman

Brooke Archbold

Director

Felicity Walbran

Director

Alan Haddock, QSO

Director

Harvey Sheppard

Education Director

Katie McNabb

Director
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Royal New Zealand Coastguard Inc (Coastguard NZ)
PO Box 33559
Takapuna
Auckland 0740
New Zealand
Level 1
2 Fred Thomas Drive
Takapuna
Auckland 0622
New Zealand
T. 09 489 1510
F. 09 489 1506
E. info@coastguard.co.nz
W. www.coastguard.co.nz

